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Problem Statement
• Incremental SfM is expensive and error-prone. 

• It requires repeated nonlinear model refinement 
(bundle adjustment). 

• First images are weighted more heavily, can fall into 
local minima.  

• Why not solve SfM globally? 



Global SfM methods usually follow the same structure

1. Find Ri, the rotation matrix that maps world 
coordinates to camera coordinates for all i.!

2. Calculate tlij, the relative translation between cameras i 
and j in the local coordinate system. 

3. Given the estimate for Ri, calculate tij = Ritlij, the same 
translation in the world coordinate frame. 

4. Find a consistent embedding of this set of translations 
using some optimization method and loss function.



Global SfM faces its own challenges

• Sequential SfM has the ability to filter out 
measurements after each step, something that’s 
not applicable to global methods. Since outliers 
can reduce the solution quality and prevent 
convergence, it is important to find a way to identify 
and discard them. 

• Most methods of solving the translations problem 
are non-convex and unreliable. 



Related Works
• Lots of iterative SfM methods, not too many global ones. 

• Of the global methods, there has been significant work 
done on calculating the rotation matrices Ri. This paper 
does not attempt to improve solutions to this 
subproblem, instead employing methods from 
Chatterjee et and Govindu. 

• Many methods in solving the translation problem are 
inefficient or do not explicitly remove outliers. There are 
two main methods mentioned: looking at loop closure in 
the graph cycles, or the use of a robust cost function. 



Contributions

1. A method for preprocessing the problem instance 
to remove outlier measurements, called 1DSfM. 

2. A new approach to solving the translations 
problem using a nonlinear optimization method.



Where does this fall in the scope of the problem?

1. Find Ri, the rotation matrix that maps world 
coordinates to camera coordinates for all i.!

2. Calculate tlij, the relative translation between cameras i 
and j in the local coordinate system. 

3. Given the estimate for Ri, calculate tij = Ritlij, the same 
translation in the world coordinate frame. 

4. Find a consistent embedding of this set of translations 
using some optimization method and loss function.
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using some optimization method and loss function.
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4. Translation solver

Where does this fall in the scope of the problem?



Scope of 1DSfM+Solver

• Input: unit relative translations tlij between cameras           
in the global coordinate system 

• Output: absolute camera positions



1DSfM

• Given the output (right), it is easy to tell which input 
translation is an outlier, as is done in iterative SfM. 

• The goal here is to do the same before 
constructing the output embedding.



• Input vectors are projected into a number of 
directions.



• We want an ordering like the right image, where the direction 
of each vector on the left is consistent with the final ordering.  

• This is equivalent to a DAG. 

• It is not always possible.



• So, we want to construct a DAG from a probably non-acyclic (cyclic?) 
graph. 

• This is an instance of the Minimum Feedback Arc Set problem, which is 
NP-Complete “but there is a rich literature of approximation algorithms” 

• Not every direction is guaranteed to correctly produce outliers, so many 
directions have to be used.



Translation Solver

• Input: the output of 1DSfM, a graph where cameras 
are vertices and translations between them are 
edges. 

• Goal: Find an embedding of this graph, such that 
the translation directions are close to t 



Loss function

• The final metric used in the loss function is the squared chordal distance. 

• This is a nonlinear least squares problem, so it is not guaranteed to 
converge at the global minimum, and good initialization is important. 

• ti are absolute camera locations





• BA refers to performing a final bundle adjustment 

• The translations solver is used for all four methods 

• x~ is the median error, x— is the mean error  

• Robust loss refers to the use of a robust cost function (Huber loss) for the removal of 
outliers. This method often increases the average error while decreasing the median. 

• The last column is the baseline method, which solves the translations problem by 
minimizing the cross product of solution translations with input pairwise translations 

• Error is with respect to models produced by Bundler (which is a sequential method)



[5] is the rotation solver used for this paper 
!

[20] is a sequential SfM method (Bundler)



Limitations

• Cases where epipolar geometries are sparse. 

• Cases where outliers are self-consistent, due to 
strange or ambiguous structure in the scene.



Discussion

• Should nonlinear optimization being reconsidered 
as a tool for global structure-from-motion? 

• Are there better methods of extracting outliers?


